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How do you make decisions as a leader?
The following diagram shows the three main types of  decision making approaches 
- hierarchical, co-operative and autonomous.

This diagram explains the different types of  decision making

How AUTHORITY is Used

Hierarchical

I decide We decide You decide

Co-operative Autonomous

GUIDING: is respectful direction.

CONSULTING: is to elicit views-consider
 -suggest-propose-advise-persuade.

NEGOTIATING: is collaboration between 
 parties on comparing views on issues 
 and options, together finding 
 agreement on course of  action.

ENABLING: is to help a person/team in 
 making up their own mind in their 
 own way.

SELF DIRECTION: is when a person/team 
 decides their own direction, plan of  
 action, or development.
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Different situations require different decision making approaches. 
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1. Decide on the approach

2. Communicate the approach to your team

3. Explain why you have chosen the approach

So, which approach should you choose?

A General in an army should not adopt a self-directing approach when he and 
his troops are on the battlefield. Instead, guiding would be a better option. 
However, the wise General may use a self-directing decision making approach 
in a different situation, such as allowing the team to decide where they will set 
up camp for the night (provided he trusts their decision making and will be 

comfortable with any of  their choices).

As a leader, it is your job to decide which approach best suits the situation, as well 
as being transparent about the approaches you adopt and why. 

For example, if  you have decided a certain situation requires guiding and a 
hierarchical approach, do not mask it as enabling or cooperation and then veto the 
outcome or manipulate the conversation to reach your desired outcome. This will 
frustrate your team and lower trust within the group. 

A better approach would be to make the call, communicate this to the team and 
outline why you have made the call yourself  (if  the decision is big or important 
enough to require explanation). 

For more information about decision making approaches, follow Suzi's blog: 
www.theleadersdigest.me  

Or get in touch with Suzi.
Mobile: +6421 839 141   |   Email: suzi@mcalpinecoaching.co.nz
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